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Transact Documentation Scorecard and the State of Play for
Smaller LBO Loans
Though covenant-lite has become standard for even leveraged loans that sit at the high end of the middle market spectrum—
those between $250 million and $500 million—covenant protections in this segment are generally tighter than those for
broadly syndicated deals. The $260 million loan that backs Reverence Capital Partners’s LBO of Transact is a timely example.
After making a series of covenant tweaks last week, the Transact’s Documentation Score—which ranks loans from 1 (most
protective) to 5 — moved to 3- from 4+ at launch. That puts the deal at the most protective end of the recent range of LBOs.
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Broadening our lens, a simple scatter plot of LBO loans over the past year for which Covenant Review has analyzed final terms
or updated preliminary terms illustrates the fact that higher-scoring loans tend to be concentrated at the smaller-end of the
market. Size, however, is not destiny when it comes to covenant terms. There are many other factors at play, of course,
including sponsorship, the strength of the overall credit story and market conditions.
Take the $260 million Quick Base loan, which benefited from the backing of big-boy sponsor Vista. The loan cleared in February
with a Documentation Score similar to such aggressively structured jumbo loans as Refinitiv and Power Solutions. At the same
time, the $2.6 billion loan for Athena Healthcare’s LBO by Veritas ran into lender resistance that pushed terms tighter and
resulted in a far more protective Documentation Score on Covenant Review’s scale.
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Underlying the better Documentation Scores among smaller leveraged loans is a series of tighter covenant terms, as we run
down in the tables below.
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By Steve Miller, smiller@covenantreview.com.

For more information about documentation scoring or any of Covenant Review’s products and services, please contact Manish
Aggarwal at 212-716-5791, maggarwal@covenantreview.com.
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further limited as described in the subscription agreement between Covenant Review, LLC and the subscriber.
The information contained herein is intended to generally describe certain market trends and/or covenant features based on certain credits
analyzed by Covenant Review and does not necessarily reflect the entirety of the relevant markets. The information contained herein is not
comprehensive, is not confidential to any person or entity, and should not be treated as a substitute for professional advice in any specific
situation. Covenant Review, LLC makes no warranty, express or implied, as to the fitness of the information contained herein for any
particular purpose. If you require legal or other expert advice, you should seek the services of a qualified attorney or investment
professional. Covenant Review, LLC does not render, and nothing in this report constitutes, legal or investment advice, and recipients of this
information will not be treated or considered by Covenant Review, LLC as clients or customers except as described in a subscription
agreement between Covenant Review, LLC and the subscriber. Any covenants discussed herein may be based on those presented in
preliminary documentation, and the covenants published in the final documentation may differ. The reader should be aware that the final
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